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Abstract.    When specifying user requirements, not only it is critical to ensure 

correct and unambiguous specification of functional requirements, but also that 

of non-functional requirements (NFRs).  In fact, resolving ambiguities from 

user specified natural language NFRs and specifying the correct ones in a 

formal language have attracted significant attention. Our current research 

focuses on the issues pertaining the same. We observe that it is a usual practice 

for a user to narrate the NFRs in natural language and the requirement engineers 

manually try to express the same, using some semi-formal or formal language 

notations. However, inaccurate and the laborious manual approach may fail to 

detect all the NFRs and correctly remove the ambiguities in those detected. 

Hence, current research attempts have focused on automating the conversion of 

natural language NFRs to formal notations.  

In literature, there exist numerous approaches that take requirements as input 

and output the extended UML counterpart including NFRs. However, majority 

of the approaches do not support ambiguity resolution and verification of the 

extracted NFRs that are fairly essential. In this paper, we propose and discuss a 

hybrid approach viz. NFRs-Specifier, that attempts to resolve ambiguities, 

extract NFR’s, perform verification and generate NFRs specification by means 

of the extended UML model.  

Keywords: Requirements Engineering; Ambiguity; Natural Language 

Processing; Non-functional Requirements; Requirements Classification; 

Unified Modeling Language; Ontology 

1  Introduction 

Requirements Engineering (RE) is one of the most vital activities in the entire 

software development life cycle [1]. The RE activity often starts with the vaguely 

defined requirements [2, 3] that results eventually in a software requirements 

specification document. To make the RE process effective there exists various RE 

approaches viz. View-point Oriented RE (VORE) [4], Aspect Oriented RE (AORE) 

[5], Goal Oriented RE (GORE) [6-9] and Ontology based RE (ORE) [10] among 



others. The success of any software depends on correct and unambiguous 

specification of Functional Requirements (FRs) and Non-Functional Requirements 

(NFRs) [11]. The FRs are relatively easy to identify and specify. However, to capture 

and specify the NFRs is difficult, as compared. This is so, because often the users' 

narration of the NFRs is vague and is hidden in the FRs. Thus, a major problem in RE 

is identification of unrevealed NFRs, conflict resolution and their unambiguous 

specification.  

The NFRs [12-15] are also known by a relatively colloquial term viz. Quality 

Requirements (QR). To present the QR, there exist four basic quality models (viz. 

Boem [16], McCall [17], FRUPS [18] and Dromey [19]) that provide quality 

attributes in the hierarchy. 

As per our literature survey, numerous approaches exist, that deal with NFRs 

activities viz. elicitation, classification, verification and specification. Typically, users 

and requirements engineers informally (manually) identify the NFRs from the 

requirements documents using their experience and expertise [20-24] or use a formal 

setup e.g. the NFR Framework [25]. The NFR Framework is a Goal Oriented 

Approach (GOA), used to represent NFRs graphically by means of a soft-goal 

interdependency graph without referring a quality model.  

 
Many researchers [26-29] have based their work on the NFR Framework and have 

treated NFRs as a soft-goal and FRs as a hard goal. However, it is important to the 

following counter-view [30, 31]: 

1. The NFRs/FRs could be treated as hard-goal as well as soft-goal 

2. There exists no clear cut boundary between NFRs and FRs and  

3. It is difficult to integrate NFRs (the graphical notations) with the FRs (UML 

Models) 

 
In support of the claims 1 and 2, authors [32] provide precise definitions of Soft 

Goal, Quality Goal and Quality Constraints.  To deal with the integration issue 

(claim-3), in [24, 33-35] NFRs are integrated by means of extending UML models 

(viz. use-case, class, activity, sequence, etc). However, this approach models certain 

NFRs due to limited knowledge regarding quality focus expected.  

We reiterate that it is error-prone to analyze a large set of software requirements 

and identify relationships amongst them - especially when using inaccurate, time 

consuming and laborious manual approach is employed. Obviously, expecting a user 

to specify the requirements in a formal language that is cryptic and that requires 

sophisticated skills is idealistic.  
On the other hand, semi-formal approach (viz. natural language processing, 

machine learning, etc) helps to reduce human efforts in identifying and classifying 

NFRs from requirements documents accurately. The machine learning approaches 

viz. supervised/ semi-supervised and unsupervised provide an ease by classifying 

requirements without human expert. As compared to informal approaches, this 

approach is cheap, flexible and less labor intensive.  

 



However, it is usually impossible to achieve accuracy and high performance 

without a lot of training labeled data set. Again, the manual annotation process is time 

consuming and error prone. Moreover, changes are inevitable in real world and hence 

when there are changes in the domain, words/terms used in the requirements or the 

writing style, there is an imminent need to retrain the machine [36]. The Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) helps to extract NFRs from requirements documents [37, 

38]. However, NLP cannot help to provide additional information regarding 

application domain. The NFRs are difficult to describe completely and precisely due 

to vague, conceptual, and the subjective nature [37]. Furthermore, it is unreasonable 

to ask users to provide their NFRs explicitly because they are related to specific 

domains and affected by context. In addition, it is difficult to meet the changing needs 

of the environment and to describe them in unified and standardized form. To identify 

NFRs definitely there is a need to provide the domain knowledge support at the time 

of interview. Building the ontology based on domain knowledge and quality models 

gives a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [39]. It helps 

domain users- to suggest their requirements effectively and requirements analysts- to 

understand and model the requirements accurately. The ontology can promote 

common understanding of NFRs among developers, and can be used as a basis for 

specifying NFRs. In literature, there exists number of ontology based approaches [40-

49] to specify NFRs.  

After analyzing existing approaches/tools, we classify them in three categories viz. 

formal, informal and semi-formal. We observe that these approaches (viz. informal, 

semi-formal and formal) are not competitive, instead complementary. Furthermore, 

we observe that the informal approach mainly focuses on elicitation and specification 

of the NFRs. The semi-formal approach, focus on the classification of the NFRs and 

the formal methods (viz. Z notations [50], UML-B [51]) help for formal specification 

of the NFRs. 

Our proposed approach viz. NFR-Specifier, mainly focuses on extracting all 

possible NFRs from requirements documents and provides specification after resolving 

ambiguity. To achieve this, we use a hybrid approach – combination of NLP, machine 

learning and ontology.  

2 PROPOSED APPROACH 

We propose a semi-automated approach called NFR-Specifier, aims to generate 

accurate specification from informal requirements including NFRs as shown in figure 

1. The approach consists of five modules viz. preprocessing, ambiguity resolving, 

SRS ontology formation, UML diagram generation and NFRs classification. Initially, 

requirements engineer gathers domain knowledge from users by means of various 

communication approaches viz. questionnaires, interviews, checklist, prototyping, 

meetings, among others. Once the communication phase is over, the requirements 

engineer represents the collected information by means of a text files, documents, 

graphs or UML models (viz. use-case, class, sequence diagram). These initial 

requirements are ambiguous in nature. 



The preprocessing module takes input as natural language requirements and 

produces normalized natural language requirements. The module performs three tasks 

viz. sentence splitting, Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging and normalizing. It performs 

syntactic reconstruction to split a complex sentence into simple sentences to extract 

all possible information from the requirements document. We use the Stanford parser, 

for lexical-syntactic analysis and WordNet [52] to determine context knowledge. 

Each token is analyzed and classified into its respective POS (Part-Of-Speech) 

classification viz. noun, verb, pronoun, adverb, helping-verb, adjective, prepositions, 

etc. Furthermore, we use dependencies [53] (binary relations that give a grammatical 

relation between a head and a dependent relative in a sentence) generated by the 

Stanford parser to identify the semantic relationships between words. The normalizing 

process also performs spelling and grammar checking. We perform a comparative 

analysis of ambiguity (having more than one meaning to a word/sentence) resolving 

approaches/tools [3]. The analysis shows that resolving ambiguity at an early stage 

makes initial requirements clear, complete and precise. Furthermore, not all rather, 

ambiguities viz. Anaphora, attachment, event anaphora, coordination, among others 

affects the SRS. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed Approach 

The ambiguity resolving module takes the input as a normalized requirement and 

produces the unambiguous natural language requirements. The module identifies 



ambiguous requirements and suggests the most suitable solution to resolve the 

ambiguity. We propose an architecture viz. ARUgen that is aimed to resolve 

ambiguities from informal requirements [54]. Our tool ARUgen mainly deals with 

ambiguities viz. pronoun anaphora, verb anaphora and coordination. After resolving 

ambiguity, we generate Software Requirements Specification (SRS) Ontology semi-

automatically with the help of pre-build domain ontology and rule based approach. 

The SRS ontology helps to identify in-depth and complete knowledge of the 

application requirements. After developing SRS ontology, the next aim is to generate 

UML models (semi-) automatically. We extract Object Oriented Terms (OOT) viz. 

subject/class, object/class, attributes, methods using rule based approach and Stanford 

dependencies as shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Stanford Dependencies used to Extract OOT 

 

 

Relationships between classes are extracted using the rules listed in table 2.  

Table 2.    Rules To Identify Relationship Between Classes 

Relationship Rules 

Association  (Noun + Verb + Noun) or  

Noun + Keyword + Noun 

Keyword: has, next to,works for, contained in, talk to 

Inheritance (Subject + Keyword + Object) 

Keyword: maybe/ is type of 

Composition (Subject + Keyword + Object) 

Keyword: comprises, have, include, possess, contains 

Aggregation Subject+Phrase + Object 

Phrase: is a part of 

Cardinality Stanford dependency: predet-(predeterminer) 

Predet (the, a, proper noun) -> 1 

Predet (all, many, more)-> * 

The extracted entities are used to generate UML models automatically. The approach 

provides flexibility to modify the auto-generated UML models. After that, we perform 

OOT Stanford Dependencies  

Subject/ 

Class  

csubjpass (clausal passive subject); nsubj (nominal subject) 

nsubjpass (passive nominal subject); xsubj (controlling subject); 

Object/ 

Class  

dobj (direct object); iobj (indirect object), pobj (object of a 

preposition); 

Attribute acomp; advmod (adverbial modifier); amod (adjectival modifier), 

(String/number) (numeric modifier), npadvmod: noun phrase as 

adverbial modifier; 

Method aux: auxiliary; auxpass: passive auxiliary, complm: 

complementizer, rcmod: relative clause modifier; xcomp: 

openclausal complement). 



requirements clustering based on noun. Here, we use hierarchical clustering [55]. In 

literature, we have identified various promising machine learning algorithms used for 

requirements classification [56-58]. We observe that the accuracy of machine learning 

algorithm depends on various factors such as feature selection, distance/similarity 

measures, dataset, among others [55, 57]. We provide flexibility to adjust 

classification parameters and to add/update/delete irrelevant requirement classes. 

Once we have functional grouping of the requirements based on nouns, we verify 

these requirements with the system generated use-case model as shown in fig. 1. The 

approach then extracts possible NFRs using pre-developed quality ontology based on 

specific parts of standard quality models using protégé tool. We apply classification to 

identify NFRs related requirements. The module takes normalized unambiguous 

requirements as an input and produces the NFRs classification using ontology and 

machine learning approach. The extracted NFRs are integrated with UML models viz. 

use-case diagram. We provide a generalized algorithm in figure 2 and a brief 

summary of each module in table 3.   

A. Initial informal requirements 
B. Apply POS Tagging //Natural language processing 

C. Resolve coordination ambiguity (and, or, as well as, but not) 
D. Resolve Anaphora Ambiguity //Rule based  

a. Identify Anaphora ambiguity 

b. Identify Antecedent 

c. Avoid Non-anaphoric anaphora 

d. Generate suitable antecedent for anaphora//user input  

E. Create Software Requirements Specification Ontology 

a. Extract nouns from the requirements  

b. Group similar nouns based semantics  and give generic name to them and 

create a hierarchy  

F. Apply requirements clustering//Machine learning 

a. Apply stop word removing and stemming 

b. Select feature (viz. noun, verb, adjective)//user input 

c. Generate distance/similarity measure matrix  

d.  Group similar requirements in to a cluster 

G. Create UML Diagram 

a. Extract Class, Attributes and Methods 

b. Extract relationship among Classes 

c. Extract cardinalities 

d. Extract class diagram 

e. Extract actors and use-cases// //using Stanford Dependencies 

f. Generate Use-case Diagram 

H. NFRs Classification//using Ontology 

a. Identify NFRs using Quality Ontology 

b. Refine NFRs related requirements  

I. Integrate NFRs to the UML diagram 

Fig. 2. Procedure: NFRs-Specifier 

 

 



Table 3. A Brief Summary Of Each Module Of The Proposed Approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Module 
Task 

Technology/ 

Approach 
Output 

Preprocessing Sentence Splitting, POS 

tagging, Normalizing 

-Stanford Parse  

-WordNet 

-NLP 

-Heuristic Rules 

Normalized 

Requirements 

Ambiguity 

Resolving 

Anaphora ambiguity (viz. 

event, verb, personal pronoun, 

possessive pronouns, Wh-

pronoun, Wh-adverb), 

Coordination ambiguity and 

Attachment ambiguity 

Unambiguous 

Requirements 

Create SRS 

Ontology  

Based on prebuild domain 

ontology create a software 

requirements specification 

ontology 

-Rule based  

 Approach 

-Protégé tool 

SRS 

Ontology 

Create UML 

Models  

-Identify OOT 

-Extract Relationship 

-Extract subject, object and 

dependency agent to identify 

possible actors 

-Extract verb phrases to 

identify possible use-cases 

-Rule based  

 Approach 

-Stanford  

 Dependencies 

-WordNet 

 

Use-case 

Model 

 

Requirements 

Classification 

-Stemming words 

-Extract nouns  

-Apply distance/similarity 

measures  

-Apply clustering algorithm 

  

-Machine learning  

 Approach 

-Hierarchical  

 Clustering  

-Hamming  

 Distance 

Requirements 

Clusters 

NFRs 

Classification 

-Extract NFRs 

-Classify NFRs 

 

-Ontology based 

Approach 

-Keyword search 

-Rule based 

Approach 

Extracted 

NFRs 

Extended 

UML Models 

-Integrating NFRs in UML 

models -Rule based approach 

Extanded 

Use-case 

Model 



3 A CASE STUDY 

In this section, we provide the detailed analysis of the proposed approach (figure 2) 

on Automated Teller Machine (ATM) as a case study.  

A. Initial requirements  

R1: The ATM interacts with the customer to gather transaction information.  

R2: The bank computer gets the transaction information from the ATM to verify 

an account and to process a transaction.  

R3: Each bank may be processing transactions from several ATMs at the same                                                                                                                                                                 

time. 

R4: The customer interacts with the ATM network via the ATM. 

R5: It must be very easy for them to use the ATM.  

R6: The ATM network has to be available 24 hours a day.  

R7:The ATM network should provide maximal security. 

B. POS Tagging 

R1: The|DT ATM|NNP interacts|VBZ with|IN the|DT customer|NN to|TO 

gather|VB transaction|NN information|NN .|.  

R2: The|DT bank|NN computer|NNgets|NNS the|DT transaction|NN 

information|NN from|IN the|DT ATM|NNP to|TO verify|VB an|DT account|NN 

and|CC to|TO process|NN a|DT transaction|NN .|.  

R3: Each|DT bank|NN may|MD be|VB processing|VBG transactions|NNS from|IN 

several|JJ ATMs|NNS at|IN the|DT same|JJ time|NN (|: performance|NN )|: .|.  

R4: The|DT customer|NN interacts|VBZ with|IN the|DT        ATM|NNP 

network|NN via|IN the|DT ATM|NNP .|.  

R5: It|PRP must|MD be|VB very|RB easy|JJ for|IN them|PRP to|TO use|VB 

the|DT ATM|NNP (|NNP usability|NN )|: .|.  

R6: The|DT ATM|NNP network|NN has|VBZ to|TO be|VB available|JJ 24|CD 

hours|NNS a|DT day|NN (|: availability|NN )|: .|.  

R7: The|DT ATM|NNP network|NN should|MD provide|VB maximal|JJ 

security|NN (|: security|NN ) 

C. Resolve coordination Ambiguity  

The approach identifies coordination ambiguity in requirement R2. It will split 

the requirement and make two separate requirements as: 

R2.1: The bank_computer gets the transaction_information from the ATM to 

verify an account.  

R2.2: The bank_computer gets the transaction_information from the ATM to 

process a transaction. 

D.  Resolve Anaphora Ambiguity  

The approach identifies anaphora ambiguity in requirement R5 as the 

requirement R5 contains the keyword ―it‖ and ―them‖. The system resolve the 

ambiguity ―them‖ automatically and rewrite the requirement R5 as    

    R5: It must be very easy for customer to use the ATM. 

 

 



 

E. Create SRS Ontology 

To generate the SRS ontology automatically we have used the pre-developed 

domain ontology as shown in figure 3. The partial output of the generated SRS 

ontology is shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig. 3. Domain Ontology 

 

 

Fig. 4. SRS Ontology 

 

F. Requirements Clustering  

We perform requirements clustering based on noun and using hamming code 

distance measure. We extract nouns (viz. ATM, customer, 

transaction_Information, Bank_computer, account, transaction, bank, time, 

ATM_network, hours, day, security) from R1 - R8 to calculate the distance of 

two requirements. Table 4 shows the distance matrix calculation for the 

requirements R1 to R8. 

G. Extracted Nouns, Verbs and Adjectives to create UML Diagram 

Noun: ATM, Customer, Transaction_Information, Bank_Computer, 

Account,Transaction, Bank, Time, ATM_Network, Hours, Day, Security 

Verb: Interacts, get, gather, verify, process, use, provide 

Adverb/Vauge (adverb+...+noun): Several ATMs, same time, very easy for user, 

available 24 hours, maximal security 

 



Table 4. Distance matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We apply the hierarchical clustering and get the cluster as follows: 

1. Cluster1 : R1, R2, R3 

2. Cluster2 : R4, R6 

3. Cluster3 : R5, R7, R8 

Once the requirements are clustered, we verify these requirements with the 

generated use-case model as shown in figure 5.  

 

           

 

                 

            ATM_network                                  

 

Fig. 5. Use-Case Model 

H. NFRs Classification 

Using pre-developed quality ontology based on standard quality model, we extract the 

NFRs from the requirements viz. security, availability, performance and the 

relationship to the requirements as shown in table 5.  

 

Table 5. Requirements and related NFRs 

 

Requirement NFRs  

R4 Performance  

 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

R1 - 3 3 4 2 1 6 5 

R2 3 - 2 5 5 4 7 6 

R3 3 2 - 5 5 4 7 6 

R4 4 5 5 - 4 3 6 5 

R5 2 5 5 4 - 1 4 3 

R6 1 4 4 3 1 - 5 4 

R7 6 7 7 6 4 5 - 3 

R8 5 6 6 5 3 4 3 - 

Available 24 hours a day 

Provide maximal security 



Execution time  

Response Time  

R6 Usability 

R7 Availability 

R8 Security  

Authenticity 

Integrity  

Availability  

 

 

I. Integrate NFRs to the UML Diagram 

Finally, the extended use-case model generated as shown in figure 6. 

 

 

ATM_network                                         

 

 

Fig. 6. Extended Use-Case Model 

4 DISCUSSION 

The presented approach seems easy if human intelligence applies, but to make the 

process automated, requires a lot of training dataset and domain knowledge. 

Furthermore, the machine learning algorithms may not perform well if NFRs occur 

that are not relevant to the predefined category. In order to adapt the change in the 

application domain, the algorithms need to be re-trained and re-evaluated that again 

require manual efforts. On the other hand, to provide a complete and precise NFRs 

specification, we need to identify all possible NFRs conflicts as it may happen that 

one NFR affect (positively or negatively) other NFRs. To provide the 

conceptualization, it is required to identify the dependencies exist between NFRs. The 

NFRs provides constraints on FRs, thus the change in NFRs may cause the change in 

FRs. Though, we investigate the positive impact of combining rule based and machine 

learning approaches on classification of NFRs using quality ontology, we need to 

investigate the impact of hybrid clustering algorithms for classification of NFRs. 

Provide Confidentiality  

 

Provide Integrity  

Provide 

Authentication 

 

Available 24 hours a day 

Provide maximal security 



5      CONCLUSIONS 

The correct and precise software requirements specification is required for the success 

of the software. If the requirements are not extracted and analyzed using an 

engineering approach, the errors that creep into the software are detected in the later 

stages of the software development, leads to higher costs for changes. In this paper, 

we present a hybrid approach that provides a specification of NFRs. It addresses the 

problems viz. normalizing, ambiguity resolving, requirements clustering, NFRs 

classification and verification using efficient natural language processing, a set of 

rules, ontology and machine learning approaches. After analyzing feasibility of the 

approach of case study, we conclude that the deployment of the approach in the RE 

practice would have a positive impact.  
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